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eorgia O’Brien Fowler had been thinking about
getting her smile rejuvenated for a while.
She debated whether she might be too
old for a younger looking smile. How
would that look? How would it
affect her everyday life? What
would her friends and family
think? Would they think she’s
vane? Would it feel natural?
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We Feel Great!

We only wish we’d done this sooner.
By Laura Holloway
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Obviously struggling with internal issues, she decided
to meet with several cosmetic dentists in her area to get a
feel for their attitude and perception of someone like her
having the procedure.
“I have to admit that I wasn’t comfortable with every
doctor or every office,” says Georgia. “I found that you
need to do some research on the internet and meet several
doctors before making your decision. Not all dentists are
created equal. Some have more experience, some use better
materials and some have the artistic talent it requires to
match your new teeth to your face.
“And just as important...do you like the doctor and his
team? I used all of these criteria to choose my dentist and
it has worked out even better than I thought it could. The
procedure only took a few visits and my smile feels great. I
get compliments every single day and I love it!
“My doctor listened in detail to what I had been
through and what I wanted for my dentistry. He answered
my questions and explained all of my options and choices.”
“I knew Georgia was happy with her choice to have the
cosmetic dentistry,” says her husband Al, “but the day she
came home with the makeover she couldn’t stop smiling and
I couldn’t stop looking at her smile. It looks so fantastic and
she was so elated.
“I thought she was beautiful before the smile makeover.
Now she’s a knock out. She smiles everywhere we go and
people are always telling her what a great smile she has. I just
love going places with her and that infectious smile.
“Well, you know what had to happen next. I had to get
my smile makeover. However, mine was special case. I had a
lot of old failing dentistry that needed redone. Fortunately,
it appears like this new dentistry not only looks much better,
it functions and feels better. I can only tell you that this feels
like the very teeth I was born with.”
At All Bright Dental, Dr. Sean Mohtashami has the
training and experience to create your dream smile. He uses
only top-of-the-line materials and the most experienced
laboratory technicians, and continues his education at
the prestigious Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental
Studies where they teach the art and science of cosmetic
and neuromuscular dentistry. His team will welcome you to
a complimentary consultation and will proudly show you
their many client before and after photos.

If Al and Georgia’s success story has inspired you,
here are a few important guidelines you should follow in
choosing an aesthetic dentist for your own smile makeover.
Education. There are institutes dedicated solely to teaching
dentists the art and science of cosmetic dentistry. In most cases
it will take a dentist several years and tens of thousands of dollars
to complete this advanced course work.
Experience. For cosmetic dentistry to look completely
natural the dentist needs advanced training, must have an
artistic flair and lots of experience. They must balance what
you have asked for with what will look natural. Each and
every porcelain veneer and crown must be shaped to fit your
face perfectly. Experience is the only way they can learn
what works best.
Materials and Laboratory. If you want your smile to look
natural the veneers should be translucent (allow some light
through), much like our natural teeth. Only the best porcelain
veneers are translucent and strong enough to last. Then it
takes a talented laboratory technician to shape each veneer
and crown to the dentist’s specifications.
The Consultation. During the consultation be sure to
view the dentist’s before and after photos (actual client photos,
not bought or sample photos). Does the work look natural?
This is also the time to show the doctor what you like and
don’t like about certain makeovers and ask specific questions
about the procedures.
When it comes to such an important decision, be sure to
do your homework. Ask the right questions. At All Bright
Dental, they’re happy to provide the answers you need and
the smile you deserve.

702-220-6666
7510 W. Sahara Ave., Las Vegas
www.AllBrightSmile.com
Dr. Sean Mohtashami has a team of great people to serve you. They deliver
personalized care to their clients, utilizing the newest technology to deliver the
highest quality. They take tremendous pride in how natural their work looks.

